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[ 5 7 ] ABSTRACT 

A moistening device for a postage meter mailing ma 
chine comprising a water reservoir and a wick support 
arm. The wick support arm extends from an upper 
section of the reservoir in a direction which is at least 
at a slight angle with respect to a horizontal plane, 
such as the deck of the mailing machine. At least a 
portion of the lower section of the arm and an adja 
cent vertical section of the arm are open=so as to ex 
pose an extended edge of the wick and provide a re 
gion for contact with the gummed region of an enve 
lope. A spring like member is provided around the 
wick in the exposed region so as to apply a downward 
pressure on the wick, thereby forcing ‘the wick against 
the envelope which is simultaneously being forced up 
wardly by a spring like member positioned‘ below the 
envelope. ‘ ' ' 

18 Claims, 8 Drawing Figures 
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FLAP TURNING AND SEALING SYSTEM FOR 
POSTAGE METER MAILING MACHINE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to devices for moistening the 

gummed closure flaps of envelopes, and more generally 
to the preparation of envelopes for mailing. 

2. Brief Description of the Prior Art 
The folding of the flap of an envelope, the applica 

tion of moisture to the gummed region of the flap, and 
the sealing of the envelope, are ancillary to the applica 
tion of postage to the envelope in postage meter ma 
chines. Nevertheless, these ancillary operations are an 
essential part of the overall operation of the machine 
and must be reliable and at least as fast as the postage 
metering operation. 

U.S. Pat. Nos. 2,167,257 and 2,167,252 disclose sys 
tems in which surface tension and/or capillary forces 
are relied on to maintain the desired liquid ?ow. In 
structures of the type, as for example shown in U.S. 
Pat. No. 2,167,252, the width of the capillary slot is 
critical. Too wide a slot can result in dripping, while too 
narrow a slot can prevent fluid flow. The moistening 
blade can be made with an adjustable section, so that 
the slot width can be carefully controlled. However, 
providing the moisture blade with the proper adjust 
ment as well as the materials and machining costs 
which must go into a device of this type, render the de 
vice undesirably costly. 

ln U.S. Pat. No. 3,438,172 it is indicated that postage 
meter mailing machines generally are designed to han 
dle envelopes in two conditions, namely with the flap 
in a closed position and with the flap in an open, or 
“?apped" position. When the envelope is fed to the 
machine with the ?ap closed against the body of the en 
velope it is necessary for the machine to separate the 
flap from the envelope so that a moistening device may 
enter between the ?ap and envelope body and make 
contact with the inner gummed surface of the flap and 
moisten it for sealing. Separation of the ?ap is attained 
by a device called a flap stripper. In order to attain 
higher speed or through put in mailing machines, the 
need to separate the flap from the envelope i.e., to strip 
the flap, has been eliminated by some prior art ma 
chines by passing the envelope into the machine with 
the ?ap open or in a “?apped" position. The envelopes 
generally are stacked on top of one another with the 
flaps open, which results in the envelopes being nested 
with the body horizontal and the flaps hanging verti 
cally. Thus, as each envelope passes through the ma 
chine, means is provided to turn the ?ap inward 
towards the body of the envelope, with the moistening 
taking place at some time during the passing of the en 
velope through the machine. 
Another aspect of the envelope handling system, is 

the provision of simple and convenient means for ap 
plying pressure to the letter so that it properly follows 
the guide surfaces which it engages, whether the letter 
be of normal thickness or thinner than normal. It has 
been suggested, for example, that a plurality of fingers 
can be mounted on a shaft which extends transversely 
to the direction of travel of the letter. As set forth in 
U.S. Pat. No. 2,944,51 1 the ?ngers are yieldingly urged 
against the body of the letter as it advances. The flap 
of the letter is moistened by an applicator mounted on 
the delivering end of the flap stripper plate over which 
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2 
the body of the letter rides. Pressure is applied to the 
applicator, to press it against the ?ap, through the me 
dium of the letter passing over the plate. To do this, an 
additional spring operated finger is mounted on the 
transverse shaft carrying the other fingers and this addi 
tional ?nger is extended to engage the portion of the 
letter on the plate at a point substantially over the ap 
plicator. 
The typically ?ap turning, moistening and sealing sys 

tems which have heretofore been employed, have met 
with varying degrees of success. Nevertheless, it has 
been found desirable to devise systems which are easier 
to operate, substantially trouble free, more reliable, 
and less expensive to produce and maintain. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance with the present invention, it has been 
found that the problems of the prior art can be over 
come and the objects of the invention realized by em 
ploying a structure in which envelopes are stacked with 
their flaps in the open position and means are em 
ployed to turn the ?aps against the envelope and 
means are employed for applying moisture to the 
gummed region of the flap of the envelope. The mois 
ture applying means includes a water reservoir and a 
wick support arm, which extends from the water reser 
voir. A wick is positioned in the moisture applying 
means with one end in the reservoir and the other end 
extending through the wick support arm. The wick sup 
port arm has an elongated open edge section so that the 
wick has an elongated exposed section. 
A ?ap moistener wick holder, made of spring steel or 

‘similar metal, partially encloses the end of the wick'in 
the wick support arm. The ?ap moistener wick holder 
is an elongated member having a cross-section in the 
con?guration of a .I, so as to provide an elongated open 
section corresponding to the elongated open section of 
the wick support arm. Thus, the wick support arm and 
the flap moistener wick holder cooperate to expose an 
elongated section of the wick. 
The moisture applying means is positioned below a 

deck on which the main body of the envelope travels 
as the flap travels below the deck. A spring like mem 
ber is positioned proximate. the open section of the 
elongated open- section of the wick and is contoured 
such that it forces the flap of the envelope which passes 
between the spring like member and the wick, into firm 
contact with the wick. A wiping action of the gummed 
region of the ?ap against the wick is thus produced. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The objects and advantages of the invention will be 
come apparent and the invention will be more fully un~ 
derstood from a reading of the following description, 
particularly when taken in conjunction with the draw 
ings, wherein: 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a postage meter mail 

ing machine employing the features of the present in 
vention; 
FIG. 2 is a fragmentary perspective view, partly in 

section, showing the moisture applying section of the 
postage meter mailing machine of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 is a fragmentary cross-sectional view, taken ‘ 
along lines 3—3 of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 is a side elevational view, partly in section, of 

a moisture applying device in accordance with the pres 
ent invention; 
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FIG. 5 is a plan view of the wick and wick holder por 
tion of the moisture applying device of FIG. 4; 
FIG. 6 is a side view of the wick and wick holder of 

FIG. 5, viewed along lines 6-6 of FIG. 5; 
FIG. 7 is a cross-sectional view taken along lines 7-—7 

of FIG. 2; and 
FIG. 8 is a cross-sectional view taken along lines 8~—8 

of FIG.‘ 7. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS OF THE 
INVENTION 

FIG. 1 shows an overall view of a postage meter mail 
ing machine with a stack of envelopes in position for 
being processed through the machine. 
The flap turning, moistening and sealing mechanism 

can be employed in conjunction with most types of 
postage meter mailing machines, as for example, the 
machine ‘described in U.S. Pat. No. 3,438,172. 
As shown in FIG. I, an envelope is carried through 

the postage meter mailing machine in the direction in 
dicated by the arrow 10, along the deck 4, to the post 
age meter section of the machine where postage is ap 
plied to the envelope. During the travel from the sec 
tion in which the envelopes are transported to the 
meter section, the envelopes pass through a section in 
which moisture is applied to the ground surface of the 
flap and the flap is sealed shut. 
The sealing mechanism is shown in more detail in 

FIG. 3, wherein it can be seen that an envelope E is 
moved in the direction of the arrow 10, by the rotating 
lower feed belt mechanism indicated generally as 12, in 
FIG. 2. The envelopes travel in succession, on the deck 
4, which extends from a region in which the envelopes 
are stacked, past the moistening and sealing region, to 
the postage meter shown in FIG. 1, where the proper 
postage is imprinted on the envelope. ' 
The ?ap travels along the path indicated by the ar 

rows 14, in FIG. 3. The moistening de?ector member 
I6 guides the flap underneath the lower edge 17, of the 
arm 18, of the flap moistener applicator 27, so that the 
?ap passes between the moistener shroud 22 and wick 
20. The flap then passes through the opening 9 in the 
deck 4, and is sealed as it passes, in the closed position, 
between the pressure plate 28 and the impression 
bracket feed plate 30. 
The lead edge 21, of the envelope E is initially guided 

. in its travel by the upwardly curved section 24, of the 
envelope positioning member 26, more commonly 
known as a letter ski. 

The upward pressure applying moistener shroud 22, 
is designed such that the gummed region of a flap is 
pressed against the moisture applying wick, with sub 
stantially the same force irrespective of whether the en 
velope is of the thin and/or light weight, air mail type, 
or of the heavy and/or thick Kraft paper type. 
The spring like moistener shroud 22, is carried by a 

flap turner 32, and is provided with a complex shape so 
the gummed region of the flap ?rmly 

against the wick 20. A scrubbing or wiping action is es 
sential for the adequate wetting of the gummed region. 

The moisture shroud, as evident from FIG. 3, has an 
upstream section which presents a convex surface 
towards the wick 20. The shroud then curves sharply 
upward toward the deck 4, immediately downstream of 
the ?ap moistener arm 18. The shroud 22 then curves 
and lies substantially parallel to the deck 4. It should be 
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4 
noted that the foregoing relationships are based on a 
view of the moistening system longitudinal to the direc 
tion of travel of the envelope, as illustrated in FIG. 3. 
Viewing the shroud transverse to the aforenoted view, 
it is seen that the moistener shroud slopes gently down 
ward and away from the, deck 4, looking from the 
folded edge 40, of the flap, toward the open edge 42 of 
the flap. 
The distance between both the moistener shroud 22 

and the arm 18, of the flap moistener applicator 27, in 
crease slightly with respect to the plane of the deck 4, 
in the direction of the open edge of the flap. The incli 
nation of the flap moistener arm with respect to the 
deck 4, and the corresponding inclination of the moist 
ener shroud serve to achieve the optimum positioning 
of the flap F, during the moistening operation. The 
moistener shroud 22, and the arm 18, are preferably at 
an angle of from 8° to 25° with respect to the deck 4, 

The moistener shroud 22 can be seen in FIG. 7, to in 
clude a first section 80 which is provided with attach 
ment means, for attaching the moistener shroud to the 
flap turner 32, a. second section 32 which serves to 
force the flap F against the wick 20 and a third section 
84 which acts as a spring to maintain the flap F under 
constant pressure against the wick 20. 
The combination of the tendency of the flap F to lie 

straight and the tendency of the lower edge 50, of the 
wick 20 to force the flap F into the region 52, between 
the second and third sections of the moistener shroud 
22, produces the critical ?rm pressure of the gummed 
region of the flap against the wick 20. 
As shown in FIG. 4, the wick 20 is carried by a flap 

moistener 27 which includes a water reservoir 54 and 
a wick supporting arm 18. The reservoir 54 can be a 
large water storage unit capable of storing a requisite 
quanitity of water, or preferably, can be connected to 
a main supply of water (not shown) at some conve 
nient, remote location. The wick is preferably a hydro 
philic, synthetic resilient open cell foam material, such 
as polyurethane foam. The polyurethane foam is most 
conveniently disposed of when the ?ap contacting sur 
face or the edge 50, has been worn down excessively. 

Thereplacement of the wick in the ?ap moistener 27 
is facilitated by several openings in the top surface of 
the arm 18 and the top surface of the reservoir section. 
By inserting an object such as a pencil, into the opening 
60 FIG. 2 and then the opening 62, the movement of 
the wick through the ?ap moistener can be rapidly ac 
complished. 
The positioning of the flap moistener in the postage 

meter machine housing is facilitated by means of a 
moistener guide 64 FIG. 2. The flap moistener 27 FIG. 
2 can he slid in place and then by means of a few screws 
66 and 68 ?rmly held in place. 
The application of the critical amount of downward 

pressure by the wick against the gummed surface of the 
?ap in order to achieve the essential double action of 
the moistener shroud 22 and the wick, is controlled by 
the spring like member 70. The flap moistener wick 
holder 70 is made of a highly resilient metal, such as 
stainless steel, and as shown in FIG. 6, is provided with 
a plurality of ?nger like sections 72, each of which can 
operate independently to press down on the wick. The 
?ngers serve to maintain a constant and uniform pres 
sure regardless of the size or shape of the envelope. The 
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?ap moistener wick holder 70, can be seen to be simil 
iar to a J in cross section, with the ?ngers 72 being 
formed in the long leg of the J. The long leg of the J has 
its outer section bent slightly downward so that the ?n 
gers 72 are actually inclined toward the wick. 
A plurality of sharp upward projections 76 are pro 

vided so that the wick is, in effect, locked to the flap 
moistener wick holder. It should be noted in FIG. 4, 
that the flap moistener wick holder is dimensioned such 
that it ?ts smoothly but ?rmly within the arm 18 of the 
?ap moistener. In the region of the wick which is ex 
posed to the gummed region of the ?ap, the arm 18 can 
be seen to have a J cross-section similiar to that of the 
flap moistener ?ap holder. 
FIG. 8 shows the envelope E being carried along the 

deck 4, by the lower feed belt 12. The ?ap F can be 
seen to be ?rmly wedged between the moistener shroud 
22 and the wick 20. The principal wear on the wick can 
be seen to be concentrated at the corner 50, as the 
gummed surface of the wick moves against this surface. 

What is claimed is: 
'l. A moistening device for a postage meter mailing 

machine comprising, a liquid reservoir having an inte 
grally extending wick support arm, said wick support 
arm extending outwardly from said liquid reservoir, 
and containing a wick having one end in said reservoir 
and its other end extending through an elongated open 
edge section of said wick support arm, said open edge 
section exposing an elongated edge section of said 
wick, said wick being supported at its section in the 
wick support arm, by a ?ap moistener wick holder, said 
flap moistener wick holder being made of spring metal 
and being an elongated member having a cross-section 
in the con?guration of a J, and providing an elongated 
open section, said wick holder being positioned in said 
wick support arm, such that the elongated open sec 
tion of said wick holder corresponds tothe elongated 
open edge section of said wick support arm, said wick 
support arm and ?ap moistener wick holder cooperat 
ing to expose an elongated section of said wick, a long 
leg of the J shaped flap moistener wick holder being di 
vided into a plurality of individual ?ngers which press 
downwardly against the wick. 
'2. The moistening device of claim 1, wherein said 

wick support arm extends at an angle with respect to a 
horizontal plane, as determined by the liquid line when 
the moistening device is in use, said angle being in the 
range from 8° to 25°. 

3. The moistening device of claim 1, wherein a short 
leg of the J-shaped flap moistener wick holder includes 
a plurality of projections which extend into said wick, 
thereby locking the work into place within said flap 
moistener wick holder. 

4. The moistening device of claim 1, wherein said 
wick is made of an open cell, resilient polyurethane 
foam. 

5. The moistening device of claim 1, wherein at least 
one opening is provided in the top surface of said wick 
support arm, proximate said liquid reservoir, to provide 
access to said wick and facilitate insertion of a wick in 
said moistening device. 

6. In an envelope handling device having means for 
moving envelopes through the device; 
means to turn the flap of an open flapped envelope, 

against said envelope, 
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6 
means for applying moisture to the gummed region 
of the flap of the envelope, said moisture applying 
means comprising, a liquid reservoir having an in 
tegrally extending wick support arm, said wick sup 
port arm extending from said water reservoir, and 
containing a wick having one end in said reservoir 
and its other end extending through an elongated 
open edge section, of said wick support arm, said 
open edge section exposing an elongated edge sec 
tion of said wick, said wick being supported at its 
section in the wick support arm, by a flap moist 
ener wick holder, said ?ap moistener wick holder 
being made of spring metal and being an elongated 
member having a cross-section in the con?guration 
of a J and providing an elongated open section, said 
wick holder being positioned in said wick support . 
arm, such that the elongated open section of said 
wick support arm corresponds to the elongated 
open section of said wick holder, said wick support , 

. arm and said flap moistener wick holder cooperat 
ing to expose an elongated section of said wick, a 
long leg of the J-shaped flap moistener wick holder 
being divided into plurality of individual ?ngers 
which press downwardly against the wick. 

7. The envelope handling device of claim 6, wherein 
said wick support arm extends at an angle with respect 
to a horizontal plane, as determined by the liquid line 
when the moistening device is in use, said angle being 
in the range from 8° to 25°. 
8.'The envelope handling device of claim 6, wherein 

a short leg of the J-shaped ?ap moistener wick holder 
includes a plurality of projections which extend into 
said wick, thereby locking said wick into place within 
said ?ap moistener wick holder‘. . 

9. The envelope handling device of claim 6, wherein 
said wick is made of an open cell, resilient polyure 
thane foam. ' 

10. The envelope handling device of claim 6, wherein 
at least one opening is provided in the top surface of 
said wick support arm, proximate said liquid reservoir, 
to provide access to said wick and facilitate insertion of 
a wick in said moistening device. 

11. The envelope handling device of claim 6, wherein 
a spring like member is positioned proximate said elon 
gated open edge section of said wick support arm for 
forcing the flap of an envelope passing between said 
spring like member and the exposed section of said 
wick in the elongated open section of said wick support 
arm, into ?rm contact with the wick, thereby providing 
a wiping action of the gummed region of the flap 
against the wick. 

12. The envelope handling device of claim 11, 
wherein the spring like member has a convex region, 
said convex region being in close proximity to the wick 
and serving to guide the flap into close contact with the 
wick. 

13. The envelope handling device of claim 12, 
wherein said spring like member has a section immedi 
ately downstream of said convex region which curves 
upwardly, the wick and the convex region and the up 
wardly curved section cooperating to form a restricted 
?ow path for the ?ap between the wick and the spring 
like member, thereby forcing the ?ap against the ex 
posed edge of the wick. V 

14. The envelope handling device of claim 13, 
wherein said spring like member has a section immedi 
ately downstream of said upwardly curved section, 
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which exerts a spring like force against the ?ap, forcing 
the flap upwardly toward the wick. 

15. The envelope handling device of claim 13, 
wherein at least a portion of the wick is in contact with 
the convex region of said spring like member when not 
separated by a flap. ' 

16. The envelope handling device of claim 6, wherein 
the moisture applying means is positioned below a deck 
on which the main body of the envelope travels as the 
flap travels below the deck, and a curved member is 
carried by said deck immediately upstream of said wick 
support arm for guiding the flap under the wick support 
arm. - 
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17. The envelope handling device of claim 6, wherein 

the moisture applying means is positioned below a deck 
on which the main body of the envelope travels as the 
flap travels below thedeck, and wherein said means to 
turn the flap of an open envelope includes a convex 
member carried by said deck upstream of said moisture 
applying means. ‘ 

18. The envelope handling device of claim 17, 
wherein the ?ap turning means further includes a mem 
ber having a generally convex region and positioned 
downstream of said convex member carried by said 
deck, said upstream of said moisture applying means. 

, . it * II: a: 10: 
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